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About This Game

You are playing as a former miner, who worked in one of the mines of the Ural Mountains in the Soviet Union. One day, a
series of powerful aftershocks interrupted your work, and soon an arrival of emergency State Commission was announced.

Everyone were asked to finish their job and rise to the surface. The next day, at the mine entrance, military forced you to sign
non-disclosure documents. Five years after these events, at a time when the Soviet Union is collapsing, and the mine is

completely unguarded, you decide to find out what really happened in the mine and reveal its secrets.

You will find a fascinating and frightening adventure through the old mine, where you have to hide from enemies in order to
survive. Approximate duration of gameplay for about 3 hours on 5 unique maps

The game uses my own game engine. The game took me four years to make, every part of the game and the engine were written
from scratch.
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Title: The Mine
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Stepanov Dmitriy
Publisher:
Stepanov Dmitriy
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Higher

Processor: Dual-Core Processor @ 1.8 GHz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Video Card with Shader Model 3.0 support and 512 Mb VRAM (AMD HD 4870)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 800 MB available space

English,Russian
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EDIT 3: Holy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in'\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 The "Death Stars," the girders in the
massive comets\/asteroids \/ dead planets, and the Fast Travel minigame?! Every time I play Planetship, there's some new
content to see. And it's all \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in' brilliant.

EDIT 2: I found space pirates hidden in a huge hive-like asteroid. I translated alien languages and then bartered with them. I
blew up gas clouds, crafted drones to fight beside me, set up an Embassy on an alien planet. And I saved my game.

Planetship is now less a diversion and more of a game what could have time and effort beyond the now invested in it, especially
with the overhaul of the map. It's still in its infancy (relatively), but now there should be no hesitation in getting Planetship.

I guess I should actually write some sort of review, going back and striking through a lot of the old one.

You are a brain in a jar on a spaceship that is some sort of planet.
Yeah, Planetship is real "out there(, yo)." The text-events are farfetched enough to entertain even after the seventh time you've read
them (there are lots of different events, but of course some are more common than others) but not enough to alienate the reader.
There is lots of imagination on display that should satisfy both a certain niche audience as well as scifi fans in general.

You start with a population of 10... million? Billion? Something. That number steadily declines over time, but after playing for
about six hours straight, it was still hanging around 7-8 b\/m-illion (and I was making bad choices intentionally). There are also
events and equipment you can craft that increases your population.

Your ship runs off Food, Water and Fuel. You have a pool of energy for boosting and firing (recharges pretty quickly). You have
a shield that recharges independently of that.

Zoom through space, scanning planets. Each has six factors: the three resources (Food, Water, Fuel) and three hazardous
conditions to watch (such as Surface Temperature). Each planet also has a label (Neutral, Hostile, Friendly, Research, [Element]
Source, etc.). You can send shuttles to planets, to extract resources, to attempt to make contact, to try and trigger a random event.

There are several different... anomalies\/setpieces\/(")static(") objects. Space-cubes, clouds and "meshes" that you fly through while
your scanner identifies Elements. Fields of asteroids you can destroy for Elements. Satelite-Televisions that you can float beside
and watch. Pulp books that you can collect and read later. Black holes that take you to Bizarro Systems. Wormholes that take you to
different systems.
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You use Elements in crafting. There are things that increase the birth rate with a chance of mutation, alter your population with
metal teeth for times when food is scarce, increased weapon power with increased energy consumption, etc.

The goal is to find a habitable planet.
I've yet to.

Original Review:

Wow. Please, dear developer. Please. Pack this game with more content (as in text) than I could ever hope to possibly read. That 
 (AND THE LACK OF A SAVE FEATURE) are the only causes for hesitation I mean there are legit novel(la)s included within the
game!!!, but I'm talking about the random Encounters. I just dread the thought that the infinitude of space might hold several of the
same encounters with only the highlighted text changed.

Game is in Early Access; them's my two cents.

Also, please release this game on disk so I can buy three; one for me, one for time capsule, one to shoot up into the cosmos like that
one ship that has the DNA from the (")elite people(") like Hawking and Jo Garcia (the Immortality Drive).

To myself\/us all: I\/we absolutely recommend this game. Gameplay is so simple (I\/you deduce after .5 hrs playtime) but Mr.
Lawrence's dedication to this game emanates from the Planetship.

[Don't want to get too far into the game, lest I have to play forever to keep the progress. Once a save feature is implemented (IF
ONE IS GOING TO BE - unsure how to take that intro text) I will be all over the game and will probably be able to write a review
that far exceeds the character limit]

EDIT: I posted in http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/337280\/discussions\/0\/610574394236247951\/ and the dev subsequently
friended me. Again (as will always be the case) no fraternization (i.e. free copies) between dev and me. I just faun over good
indie games - going all out with the positive ramblings - and some of them appreciate it (while the other gamers don't, nyeh)..
give us our money back. Meh. One of the substandard HO's. I wouldn't pay more than a few dollars, and I honestly get bored
and stop playing every 15 minutes or so.. boring. I'd rather read online comics then break my mouse with the 100,000 clicks it
took me to get through all the text and the limited art. No decision making just straight dialog. good thing it was dirt cheap.
Story is lousy too.. Unusual but interesting and visually appealing cosmic particle battle.
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Be amazed as cruisers torpedo your submarines from head on. Watch in awe as battleships blow said subs out of the water. Sure,
this isn't a simulation, but what it is is rather ludicrous. Stay away if some semblance of actual historical naval capability is
important to you. It's a shame, there could be a decent table top wargame in there if only the vessels capabilities were somewhat
accurate.. Trapped in a sandwich? Commandant Barry to the rescue!. So far I have played 1 game and it is fun a different way
to play multiplayer but is great and i look forward to updates in the game and how they change it.. Funnily interesting, honestly.
Also cheap, worth the 99 cents.. Great little game! 8/10. Awesome pixel graphics and sound effects\/music, together with good
depth but easy to pick up gameplay, make this a great game.
Loads of different attack and defence moves and these can be upgraded too.
Well designed game mechanics and UI make this fun to play.. The best Serious Sam game to date. Insamnity Mode is SCARY..
Guilty Gear. 'Nuf said.. NO, TOO MANY FLIGHT ISSUES, CANT GET IT TO ADJ TO NEW EXPENSIVE FLIGHT
CONTORLER.. Very good card game. has to be my favorite. :3 i will translate that to cats: meow meow meow. meow meow
meow. :3
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